
BEST NEWS WEBSITE / APP

The Irish Times’s website, mobile site and apps continue to define quality journalism in Ireland.
An institution that is 161 years old, The Irish Times is nonetheless at the cutting edge of new
media development as we continue to reach new audiences who hunger for journalism they can
trust. While maintaining our continued focus on quality, accuracy, fairness, giving voice to
minorities and while holding power to account, The Irish Times remains true to its vision while
still changing at the pace reader habits’ demand.

It has been a momentous 12 months for journalism, incorporating a landscape-changing general 
election result and protracted government formation talks, a global pandemic and the continued 
tortuous discussions around Brexit. We have seen huge upheaval on the world stage with the 
arrival to office of Boris Johson in the UK and the increasingly erraticphase of politics under 
Donald Trump’s administration. And all the while, the planet faces an existential crisis in the form 
of a rapidly changing climate.

As all this has gone on, our digital platforms have become even more significant for The Irish
Times, providing key analysis, comment, explainers, Q&As and news, both in long-form and
short as well as in audio, video, text, graphics and images. Our key focus, rather than chasing
traffic with low-brow clickable content, has been in producing quality content that helps the
reader, listener or viewer understand the news as well as stay up to date with it. One of our key
goals is to produce in-depth journalism that inspires loyalty in our audiences. In a crowded
digital media landscape full of noise, we believe this is now one of the primary focuses of our
mission in The Irish Times.

We now have a greater audience on our digital platforms than at any time in our history while
the number of loyal subscribers has grown to over 130,000, reflecting people’s desire for news
content they can trust in a format that they want.

In the past 12 months our average number of monthly users across the website and news app 
was 14.7 million, with an average of 76 million monthly pageviews. Over the course of the first six 
months of 2020 we have added unprecedented numbers of new subscribers, which we are taking as 
a vote of confidence in what we produce. On Sunday 9th February, the day after polling in the
General Election, irishtimes.com site traffic reached a record 3.8 million pageviews. On Monday 
February 10th, day 2 of the count, the record was broken again as traffic reached 4.5 million 
pageviews. This is the highest daily traffic to irishtimes.com on record – the previous highest day 
was during Hurricane Ophelia in October 2017 with 3.6 million pageviews
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130K+  SUBSCRIBERS

4.5 MILLION PAGEVIEWS



In keeping with the Listen project during the election 
campaign and the coronavirus pandemic, one of our 
main focuses was producing daily quality audio 
content. During Election 2020 our Election Daily 
podcast was produced from our studios in Tara Street 
and published every evening, following the twists and 
turns of the campaign. With expert comment and 
analysis, Election Daily, part of our ever-popular Inside 
Politics podcast, also featured voices and news from 
the campaign trail around the country. Its short snappy 
and to-the-point yet more informal format allowed our 
listeners to stay right on top of the many events every 
day without taking up their entire evening.

Here’s episode 1 as an example:
https://soundcloud.com/irishtimes-politics/election-
daily-day-one-slogans-saturday-tds-stepping-down

Here’s Jennifer Bray of our political staff 
showing what making a daily podcast from
the election campaign trail looks like.

Similarly, during the coronavirus pandemic we quickly started our daily Confronting Coronavirus 
podcast, published every morning during the height of the crisis. Recorded from the homes of Irish 
Times staff, produced remotely and featuring guests who themselves were frequently working from 
their homes, this daily podcast was a masterclass in innovation deployed to produce a listener-facing
product from outside the office. Again, it allowed listeners to stay on top of the news, understand the 
topics and hear varying opinions as the crisis unfolded in a format that suited.

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/health/confronting-coronavirus

CONFRONTING CORONAVIRUS

ELECTION DAILY PODCAST

Here’s Dr Jack Lambert of Dublin’s Mater Hospital recording an episode of Confronting Coronavirus with us.

INNOVATION AND NEW AUDIENCES ON AUDIO

Recognising that our audience may not be able to take as much time to read our content as
much as they used to, we decided to begin our Listen project. This audio innovation targets 
curious, time-poor readers who are always on their phones with their earphones in, who are 
perhaps younger than our traditional audiences, but who are nonetheless in search of quality 
news and information.

‘Listen’ is a new way to get the very best journalism from The Irish Times. If you prefer to listen
rather than read, it allows you to access all of our podcasts as well as a wide selection of audio
articles daily from The Irish Times in a format that suits you best whatever you are doing.
‘Listen’ allows you to keep up to speed with the news, catch up with our award-winning
podcasts or immerse yourself in an opinion column or longer feature article. For the first time, it
is now possible to hear Fintan O’Toole, Róisín Ingle and Kathy Sheridan voice their columns as
well as read them.

If you’re driving the car, walking, at the gym, cooking, on a train, or just having a quiet moment
on the bus, ‘Listen’ brings The Irish Times to you in a few easy steps allowing you to stay
connected with the world and your favourite Irish Times content.

https://www.irishtimes.com/listen (Note to listen, please follow this link on a phone)



ELECTION 2020

2020 was an election year and our coverage was, first and foremost, focused on serving our
readers on digital platforms where inevitably modern fast-paced campaigns play out in realtime.
From the outset of the campaign we ran a daily live blog, produced by our political team, to keep
people up-to-date with the campaign throughout each day and evening. The blog, most often
written by Political Correspondent Harry McGee, was a key part of our aim to not only provide
updated news from the campaign, but also expert snap analysis and comment from our political
staff and other writers as well as the best and most useful content emanating from social media.
Here’s an example of one:

https://www.irishtimes.com/election2020/election-2020-labour-goes-on-attack-against-fine-gael-
1.4146446

EXIT POLL:
The Irish Times MRBI poll, in association with RTE, was published at 10pm when polls closed
on Saturday February 8th. The staggering outcome of the poll, showing Fine Gael, Fianna Fáil
and Sinn Féin on an equal footing correctly predicted the outcome of Election 2020. As the story
went viral our Political Editor Pat Leahy went live on RTE, and BBC’s Newsnight broke into
programming to announce its results. The story set the scene for count weekend as the historic
results came in from around Ireland.

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/election-2020-exit-poll-ff-22-fg-22-sf-22-three-way-tie-f
or-share-of-vote-1.4166948

LIVE RESULTS :
Following the exit poll, our live results coverage dominated count weekend. Notwithstanding that
the overall outcome was apparent from early on readers are always fascinated with their own
constituency result as well as the national picture. We know that readers all over Ireland relied
on The Irish Times to stay on top of the results in their area while out and about on Count
Sunday. We had reporters in every constituency in the State filing results, news, pictures and
video into our election results database with data instantly going live on the Results Hub across
irishtimes.com, The Irish Times app and on the print pages to be used on Monday and
afterwards. Our team of political experts parsed and analysed as the results came in. We were
able to share our results hub innovation across The Irish Times Group for use on the Irish
Examiner website also.

https://www.irishtimes.com/election2020/results-hub

VISUAL INTERACTIVE TOOLS:
Putting innovation at the core of the Election 2020 project we developed a number of interactive
tools to help the reader understand the story better.
Each constituency page, as well as hosting a full set of data for each count, an article telling the
story of the count and profiles of each of the successful candidates, allowed users to play our
animation showing how the count progressed and how each surplus was distributed. For
example, follow this link to the Wicklow constituency which went to 15 full counts. Use the
dropdown in the main table to sort the results and use the arrows to reveal all the counts. Down
further in the page, press “play” on the graphic and see the story of the count.

https://www.irishtimes.com/election2020/wicklow

Coalition Builder:

Our coalition builder 
allowed users to 
select parties or 
individual independent 
TDs to create their own 
proposed Coalition 
government. Create your 
own government by
reaching the magic 
number for a majority.

https://www.irishtimes.
com/election2020/coali-
tion-builder#/

Shape of the Dáil:

Our Shape of the Dáil 
animated graphic shows the 
party affiliations in the new 
Dáil and every Dáil over the 
last 41 years. Users can 
transition between each Dáil 
and see how each party’s
bloc in the Dáil ebbs and 
flows with each election.

https://www.irishtimes.com/
election2020/shape-of-the-
dail



LIVES LOST

Underpinning the Lives Lost project with our motto “before they died, they lived”, this project allowed 
readers to pay tribute to lost loved ones and friends.

https://www.irishtimes.com/covid-19-lives-lost

USER GENERATED CONTENT:

When the Covid-19 crisis hit Ireland in mid-March, The Irish Times sought to gather the first-hand
experiences of our readers, to highlight how the pandemic was impacting on their lives. Using our 
bespoke User Generated Content tool (a simple HTML form embedded in an article, which gathers text, 
images and video into a database with a simple dashboard where they can be selected for download, edit 
and publication), we set up a number of call-outs to readers asking how the crisis was affecting them. 
During this period, we received more than 3,000 personal testimonies and photographs on a broad range of 
issues, a selection of which were published as the Covid Stories series.

https://www.irishtimes.com/search/search-7.4195619?q=%22Covid+Stories%22

Here are some of the highlights:

• https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/grief-in-a-pandemic-not-being-able-to-se
e-him-in-his-final-hours-was-heartbreaking-1.4230528 (how Covid-19 affected bereaved families)

• https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/love-in-lockdown-i-thought-our-ma
rriage-was-almost-over-1.4254386 (the impact on relationships and dating)

•  https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/art-and-design/lockdown-through-children-s-eyes-win
ners-of-the-irish-times-art-competition-1.4240752 (800+ entries received to our children’s
art competition, judged by Don Conroy)



CORONAVIRUS DASHBOARD

Capturing vital public health information about Ireland, Europe and the world our data dashboard has 
been updated continually during the pandemic.

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/health/coronavirus/coronavirus-data-dashboard

EVENING UPDATE AND 
CONFRONTING CORONAVIRUS:

Recognising the fast moving pace of the
coronavirus story we quickly moved to put in 
place an evening news digest of coronavirus
 stories at the beginning of the crisis. Capturing 
the daily number of cases and deaths as well 
as vital news, analysis and comment produced 
during that day, the daily digest has been sent 
seven days a week at approximately 7pm
providing a useful round-up of information for 

We also quickly established a new daily podcast, 
Confronting Coronavirus, published each
morning that helped readers keep on top of the 
most important issues impacting their daily lives

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/health/confronting-coronavirus

https://www.irishtimes.com/newsletters/evening-update-newsletter/preview-evening-update

EXPLAINERS/ANALYSIS:
With mountains of information published and with daily and ever-changing issues to disentangle, readers 
need journalism that helps them understand the story. With coronavirus, this is particularly pronounced. 
We used regular “Q&A” articles on our digital platofrms to help readers better stay across the issues. 
Some were also used in the print edition.

HERE ARE SOME OF OUR Q&AS:

• https://www.irishtimes.com/news/consumer/q-a-do-we-know-yet-where-abroad-we-can-g
     o-on-summer-holiday-1.4289605

• https://www.irishtimes.com/news/health/q-a-everything-you-need-to-know-about-mandat
     ory-face-masks-1.4288339

• https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/q-a-are-we-allowed-to-hug-during-co
     vid-19-1.4285761

USE OF VIDEO:

One of the highlights of our coronavirus 
coverage was the “A day at the Mater hospi-
tal”, a fly-on-the-wall video documentary by 
Kathleen Harris showing how frontline 
workers were coping in one of Ireland’s 
busiest hospitals.

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/
irish-news/it-s-not-normal-but-we-ve-adapt-
ed-a-day-at-the-mater-hospital-1.4277562



LONG READS

The Irish Times has continued to produce immersive and long-form journalism of quality for 
our readers and subscribers over the last 12 months. Beautifully produced and authored by 
some of our most experienced and expert journalists, our long-read format has proved 
extremely popular at a time when attention spans are short and competition for eyeballs 
comes from competitor media organisations and platforms across the globe. Gerry 
Moriarty’s piece on Bobby Storey, the IRA’s planner and enforcer who stayed in the shadows, 
exemplifies our approach. Published on irishtimes.com in the wake of Storey’s death the 
piece is a 25-minute read that also features video, archive pictures as well as expert
knowledge unparalleled in the Irish media landscape.

https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/bobby-storey-the-ira-s-planner-and-en-
forcerwho-stayed-in-the-shadows-1.4292981

OTHER KEY MINI-SITES PRODUCED OVER LAST 12 MONTHS:

UK ELECTION 
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/uk/
uk-election

RUGBY WORLD CUP 
https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby
-world-cup

US POLITICS / TRUMP PRESIDENCY 
https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/trump-presidency


